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Ivanka Fear

And So I Wait

Every spring I wait for that magical moment,
the first wink of a bud on my maple tree
as I awaken to the serenade outside my window,
purple crocuses peeking through crystal diamonds,
and the return of red-breasted robins
bobbing for worms on my greening lawn.
The promise of strawberries and cream at season’s end.
Those afternoon walks following a cleansing rain.
And every spring I miss the monumental moment,
having somehow slept through it all.
Then long-awaited summer, the love of my life,
caresses my face with the soft sigh of the breeze,
as the sun beams down to embrace me,
the first kiss of waves on my toes,
and the sun sets over the lake
painting the sky in bold color.
Ice cream cones at the end of a hot afternoon.
Those evening walks under starry skies.
And knowing there are only so many summers,
I lament its loss long before it leaves.
Every fall I wait for the explosion of vibrant color,
the first blush of red on my maple tree
as the fresh air touches my rosy cheek,
the chirping of crickets at the back door,
and in the first chill of longer evenings
snuggling under a warm blanket.
Fresh picked corn on the cob from the farmer’s field.
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Those car drives along windy, treed backroads.
And every fall I miss the artistry on the canvas,
crunching piles of masterpieces under my feet.
Then comes the winter wonderland, as some call it,
tickling my nose with frozen crystals, snowflakes
melting on my tongue,
as white sand crunches under heavy winter boots,
goosebumps on my arms, shivers down my back,
and the heat of the flames, the warmth of the embers
glowing bright as we gaze at the snow showers through the glass.
A mug of hot chocolate and a peppermint stick.
Those car drives through town, to see the lights on homes.
And knowing there are only so many Christmases,
I get so wrapped up in perfection, I miss the tradition.
And so, I wait for that magical moment…
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Marjorie Power

Riding to Charles de Gaulle Airport

In this breath between night’s departure and dawn’s ballet
in the quiet of a black taxicab,
polished everywhere possible
we float
above gray cobbles
in this hush of the still-snoozing city
we float between
handsome limestone apartment buildings and the dignity
of their secrets, past iron grillwork, window boxes
and that old hopeful offer
to the coming cold: red geraniums.
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Christian Ward

November

Trees undress themselves.
The pavements are shelves
For leaves in shades of mulled wine,
Pumpkin and russet. A line
Of shadows from summer birds
On the pavement are the words
Of hope needed to get us through winter
While we pray the sun will reach us quicker.
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Christian Ward

The November Fox

Has stolen the last of the light
In his fur. Moths haloing a streetlight
Chase it through the street,
Watched by a fleet
Of owls with amber eyes; keen
To avoid conflict, get lean
Pickings from the bats screeching
Their nets into the night. Leeching
Off them isn’t an option. The fox
Is a magician hiding in a box
Of earth. Winter halos it
While it dreams of a world which will fit.
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Margaret Krusinga

The Temperature of Love

I measure time by the woodstove,
the hours, conversations in that place,
poems written,
heart warmed from frosty fights.
Ash, bark chips, wood slivers
coat the brick hearth
where the rake and shovel rest,
tools you hold
to stir and move coals.
The aromatic smell conjures memories
of cold, early mornings,
shivering my way,
looking for an ember to place kindling.
It smolders then bursts,
flares rise high, dance
over and along the vent,
writhing in glory.
In the morning, I hear you
beating out the rhythm of survival,
axe to log.
My heart is ignited,
and I burn for you.
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John Valentine

Speaking in Tongues, North Georgia

Who knows the spirit’s mutterings,
what they mean?
Bits of air, the froth and spit of faith.
You’ve come aphasic to the babbling
wind, the wild-eyed tongue,
every syllable of redemption.
Spuming verbs, hissing sibilants,
the midnight calling of the choir.
Cicadas know it, the buzzing sound
of the soul.
Or the doves’ sudden whir
lifting in a chaos of wings.
Cacophony, ancient grammar
of the gut. The rant, the voice
of all whirlwinds, vowel of all vowels,
every nerve of the ghost on fire.
The searing word, raw, primeval,
the burning bush of your heart.
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John Valentine

Winter

I would like to mention winter
without the coldness
of a lover turning away
or your dreams falling through
the ice.
Even way to the North
have you ever felt
the freezing as a friend
who can put you to sleep
and comfort you with a blanket
of snow?
Imagine a cabin far away
in the drift.
Imagine a woodpile stacked
high as a hope
while the wind whispers
it’s here.
And all you can do is go back inside
and wrap yourself in promise,
like a seed or root
dwelling in silence,
waiting for the sun.
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Kelly Sargent

Imbibing the Season

Swallowing candlelight
that graces the table just after dusk,
the glowing appetizer warms our throats
as we feast wide eyes on savory dishes
meant to linger in our bellies until long after midnight.
Crystals of rosé for me and red for you,
we grow giddy between samples of moonlight,
creamy and smooth on crisp linen;
cinnamon and eggnog can wait till the morrow.
Sweet and salty…
tart and tangy…
ambrosial morsels tickle taste buds rested dormant
until firelight roasts chestnuts,
laughter cracks walnuts,
and sparking, white lights dip into Christmas pudding.
We indulge,
and linger like chocolate-kissed cherries,
unfoiled and bared,
awaiting soft lips.
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Elinor Ann Walker

In Praise of Garlic

Allium sounds pleasant not odorous,
far smoother on the tongue than garleac,
names for things that flavor breath, broth, braises
(both words seem obscure if not archaic).
Tenacious peels stick, hold one hand hostage;
skins cling tight to my fingers as I chop.
Even cloves limned with green sprouts face carnage.
Oven-side, the dogs, hoping that I’ll drop
anything but lines, doubt gods and monsters;
my knife knocks a verse; I hear spells and odes.
May this ordinary spear-leek augur
good—unnerve vampires, all shifting shapes—bode
well. Bits sizzle in the skillet. We wait,
the dogs and I, for magic on the plate.
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Elinor Ann Walker

The Same Bare Place
title from “The Snow Man” by Wallace Stevens
for Rufus (January 5, 2005–December 10, 2020)

I stand in the doorway to watch the snow
falling in curtains of white. The hardwoods
are lining the edges where grass lets go
its tenuous hold, losing ground to gusts
of swirling flakes, now gray against the white.
Stilled, I dwell inside a mind of winter,
no dazzled thought that opens into wideeyed wonder, no—caught up but unprepared,
so struck by the bareness of things, the lost
landscape, the dog’s last breath a day ago,
his muzzle like the snow, his furtive ghost
beside me still, his nothing that is so
everything while the world goes, disappears.
I can’t tell the fleck on my cheek from tears.
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Catherine Hamrick

Iowa Dreams

December rose raw and sunless; layers piled roadside gray
where plows threw snow, sand, and ice, and gritty drifts
packed down into rough-hewn walls my shovel could not breach.
Christmas carols rang foreign, and the birdbath brimmed with
stone water.
My dreams rolled Midwest, with May prairies greening
and sod breaking in prized rectangular patches and
my neighbor warning that cucumber seeds never burrowed
until Mother’s Day when peonies flirted ruffled skirts.
The cold crept me awake, and I took a bundled turn
in the neighbor’s garden; my glove-dimmed fingers unlatched
the cypress moon gate as concrete fu dogs grimaced
and blue hollies pricked the night’s blanket.
Woody vines weighted the arbor’s bones,
and river birches peeled salmon in the side yard
where needle-thin bird tracks ghosted.
A temple bell chimed copper prayers,
and I plunged boot-deep back to my deck and paused,
brushing off the fishnet metal top of Nannie’s patio table
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that once baked on Georgia lemonade days; the wind had rounded
the snow in the laps of the ice-cream chairs, now her fat bridge
foursome
greedy for the triumph of sweeping pennies into leather coin purses
that snapped shut, smartly enough, with kiss clasps—
and I longed for bedsheets, iron-worn and clean, billowing
in cumulus motion on a clothesline as my father staked bean poles
in crooked clay rows and bent to plant Kentucky Wonders
before Good Friday thundered in the Appalachian foothills.

An earlier version of “Iowa Dreams” appeared on the author’s blog Random
Storyteller (randomstoryteller.com).
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Catherine Hamrick

Song on a Winter’s Day

“Did I mention I do not like February?” you text,
short on words in the shortest month of the year,
and voyage toward a far country shut in your library,
leaving me behind in the emptiness of here.
Byzantium becomes yours on this black-ice night,
but I clutch your longhand notes on creased stationery,
where you wrote of craving eight-hour sunlight
in the tough love season of your rose sanctuary—
the bare days of clippers and gloves, the unrushed
cutting out of deadwood and crossing branches,
of sculpting the cane shape for mid-spring’s fever flush;
you’re not out of nature yet: every Friday
you savor whisky’s sway—the swirls and pull-down drips
into Romanesque windows flickering copper to mahogany
and the top-glass whiffs into tastemaker memories,
the dark aromas known only to your tongue—
dried fruit, chocolate, and the spice of a girl’s lipstick
when you kissed her in the rustle of corn before it tasseled.
As sure as the gargle and roll of whisky around your mouth,
and the burn of a long finish, vernal rains will spatter
23
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this skeleton month, with moonlit hares drawing out snowy owls
and the sun fielding daffodil galaxies, and we will hold on,
adding a few days to life’s brief sum before surrendering
to the glitter of tesserae seas and gold-hammered birds.

Note: The phrase “life’s brief sum” references the title of Ernest Dowson’s poem
Vitae summa brevis spem nos vetat incohare longam (“The brief sum of life denies
us the hope of enduring long”), borrowed from one of Horace’s odes. The phrase
“out of nature” is from William Butler Yeats’s poem “Sailing to Byzantium,” first
published in The Tower (1928). The phrase “gold-hammered birds” references
lines in the fourth stanza: “a form as Grecian goldsmiths make/Of hammered gold
and gold enameling.”
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Andrea Potos

-7 on a February Morning

In my third-floor garret room I lie down,
trying to dispel the packed weight
of fatigue in winter bones.
Then I hear it—through the sealed windows
and pulled shades—lone cardinal, unspooling
pure notes from some stripped, godforsaken tree
out there, perched on some ice-stunned branch—this bird
insistent on joy, reminding me yes
it will be spring, it will be summer
when I will so easily forget this song.
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Leslie Schultz

Northern Months

It’s the same milk-white sky after sunset.
Or at midnight. The snows must shine up
into clouds. Or perhaps the opposite.
Whatever. I am drowning in a cup
of mist and fog. Never enough sunlight
to wake me from troubled dreams of undone
tasks. Never enough darkness. Planets in flight
climb the ecliptic unseen and unsung.
Weary, in earthbound circles cast by lamp
and streetlight, pinned to human scale and plane,
I brew rivers of black tea, discard damp
tea leaves, watch clouds form against my windowpane,
take one sip, eyes fixed on dulled wavy glass,
and wait. Wait. Wait for this winter to pass.
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Leslie Schultz

Again

I hate descending into that pool of shadow
that collects at the base of the attic stairs.
Am I afraid to fall or stumble?
Or that I’ll be swallowed whole,
become some rebranded myth or tale,
perhaps, “Juanita and the Mighty Whale,”
a headlong dive into a dark narrative
I’d struggle inside of, against unyielding ribs
of someone else’s story? I don’t know,
but I worry, hope that each morning, after
sunlit yoga on the topmost floor, a spar
of peace defying understanding
will carry me at least as far
into my turbulent day as the second floor
landing, past penumbras of disquietude
circling my ankles, milling like hungry ghosts,
chorus of all those I’ve known and each stone
silence. From there, it is on into unfolding unknowns,
where small decisions find keys yet to turn, the crux
where eternity meets my mortal interlude.
27
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Maren O. Mitchell

February 6, second

Covid winter, 6 a.m.,
I get up
to let the cat out
and spring flows in:
filtered through thickened fur of deer,
from under scratching turkey feet,
it circles tree sap-in-waiting
and knocks me over
with wind from the west,
Shelley’s wind that carries
the hope of fruition
and, while I’m down,
even though I no longer can,
I kneel,
to worship pulse
on my dizzy planet.
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Larry Levy

Things Nobody Tells You About Aging

That your limits will linger for the duration
That what was once swift is now complication
That it’s all writ large in your doctor’s letter
And it’s probably not going to get any better
That your prognosis has more wrong than right
That you will prowl for much of the night
That winter’s getting dryer, the summer wetter
And, no, it’s unlikely to get any better
That you’ll never roam center field again
That you might limp a mile but who knows when
That you’ll groan, straining yourself to rise
And your ears will dim, along with your eyes
That there will be aches where you least expect
That you’ll grow more convinced your views are correct
That the follies of younger folk make you sigh
And often, unbidden, you guffaw or you cry
That during the day you drop like a cat
You’re there one minute, then snoring like that
Then stirring from the midnight abyss,
You repeat yourself often—something like this:
Timid or proud, it defies diagnosis
That, whatever it is, it is what it is
That startled awake you mistake it for dawn
When someone once near is now long gone.
29
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George Freek

I Sit in My Garden
after Tu Fu

I watch the moon unravel
until it becomes a long
silver thread, which glows
like a spider’s web.
I’m sure the stars
stretch to infinity.
But the sky is a place
I’ll never know.
I only know life
as it appears to me.
My face in the mirror
grows older by the day.
I once wanted good looks.
It’s too late for me.
I’m fifty-three. Now
when I pray,
I pray for sagacity.
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George Freek

A Poem About Old Cats
after Liu Young

The clouds are dissolved
by the sun, which rises
like a man stumbling
from his bed.
I’ve combed my hair.
I’ve brushed my teeth.
And sought relief
in the aspirin bottle.
In my willow tree
a young squirrel screams
at my elderly cat,
stretching languidly
in the grass.
His rage is impotent.
Every cat will have
his day.
But even for a cat,
the night will come
too soon, and last
forever, and I’m afraid
it’s not that far away.
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Daniel Lusk

Étude

Red lake. Sky a scarlet amaryllis.
If blood could bloom
without the body dying. So
this evening flowers.
As in a fable
engendered by another sea,
passion undeterred
by impending dark.
He goes unshod on horseback
between her brothers to be hanged.
She sets ablaze her window shade
so he can know she dies.
Say this is my sun setting.
I will wear the red mantle
of my growing old, forgetting words
that once soaked up
the silence like a sponge.

Previously published in Lake Studies: Meditations on Lake Champlain.
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John Schneider

Cathedral

Our canoe slips downstream with the darkness
over a stretch of the Snake that rises
in western Wyoming. The Grand Tetons
steepling above us, a cathedral.
The cold aluminum paddle stiff in my hand
parts the water with each blistered stroke.
We row like sinners who have come here
to struggle with death, borne along by fomented waters
hurtling our delicate vessel
down the river’s broad gullet.
We grind bony whitewater rapids,
throats dry as a rusted pipe organ.
Wagner’s thunderclaps ring in my head.
We crescendo into the suddenly calm backwater.
I remove the clear Ziplock bag holding her ashes
from my unbuttoned shirt pocket,
the last hours of daylight slipping away,
10,000 years of life empty into the water
blossoming into shapes: a hand opening
and closing in slow motion, the swish of
a trout’s tailfin treading water,
a woman’s long hair blown back in the wind,
a bird about to take to the sky.
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James Scannell McCormick

Fog, Turkey-Hen

You think of it backwards: How you must look, to her.
How you in a jacket—red, too thin—unfold
From fog and evening’s quarter light, from blur
And swirl of chilly stillness. Spooked, you hold
Your breath. And she, unruffled, holds her ground.
A stroke has taken half your mother. When
You held her hand—you’d never dared—she frowned,
Unsure. She’ll never say your name again.
But the hen, who doesn’t care what’s in your mind:
She neither starts nor balks. Instead, she flies,
Lofting herself, softly and high, to find
A roost in a soaked locust. She shuts her eyes.
Then you, watchfulness (droplets falter, fall),
Aren’t there. Maybe you never were at all.
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Tim Love

Grief

On cold nights they light candles
in the vineyard—not to warm the air
but to keep it moving, stop frost settling.
Will my memories of her be enough?
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Sally Nacker

Snowless Christmas, 2012
for my mother, 1933–2012

I place garland round my house.
I put on a pretty blouse.
Looking out, I note the weather—
too warm for Christmas, altogether—
through the window where we’d gather,
in wonder at the snow together,
to be blessed, as seemed our duty,
by the white and tumbling beauty.
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Sally Nacker

During Stillness

There will be no table in heaven,
I would think,
or card upon it to send
or pen with ink.
No book with written word
or notebook with lines.
No embroidered bird,
or fork with tines,
will lie on my napkin
beside my plate.
No wine in
my cup when the night is late.
No windowsill
to invite light, no window
at all. Perhaps no tree will
stand and sway tall. So
with mind and thoughts clear,
it is with joy that I sit
here. It is life I hold dear
in the ordinary quiet.

Previously published in Mezzo Cammin and Your Daily Poem.
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Martin Mc Carthy

A Christmas Card for Mum

Every year, at Christmas time,
I sent you a Christmas card,
and sometimes two,
because you liked
getting them so much,
especially ones that were happy
and full of good cheer.
Earlier this year you died,
and there was a robin
in the graveyard
when they buried you.
Then the days went by,
and now, already, it’s December,
and you are eight months gone,
and I have sent the cards,
including yours,
with its bright image of a robin
singing in the snow.
But where would I send it?
Ah, that’s the question
that took time to figure!
Yet the answer,
when it came, was simple:
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I sent it where I always send it,
to the place where you reside:
now—No. 2, New Row of the Dead;
and Rob, the postman,
who likes robins and snow,
delivered it to you
and said: “Happy Christmas.”
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Roberta Senechal de la Roche

Gone

You went too soon, gone transitive
when I wasn’t looking, when I wasn’t ready,
though your cup with chipped glass wings remains.
I never noticed drafts before
around the door that locked behind you.
Now they stir the curtains sometimes, slightly.
I want to burn the yellow dancing shoes you left upstairs.
And I can’t even say what’s black or white,
what floats, what day, who had a part
in breaking wheels or turning hearts.
If there were words enough
to conjure heat from stone
or time to get it clear and straight,
I could easily obliterate your principle
that multiples of three are always right.
But as I look from pen to yawning night,
I have to hold my breath to separate
the sound of wind from your lost steps.
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Lynn Pattison

Seasons of heat, seasons of fever
South of me where the roots of the lilac had died,
Where fuchsia hung down over stone walls on the road
Waiting for salt, waiting for rain, I understood
How deep they went—those thirsts that could not be satisfied.
—Eavan Boland, “Hide This Place from Angels”

Autumn winds turned to whipped scorch
flailing the hills, parching fields and forests.
Blades and leaves stilled, waiting for stray clouds
to open, improbable dew to settle. Too dry
even for tears. Gardeners checked
their almanacs; farmers eyed
the horizon and watched woodpeckers flick
and wingbeat in dust; skinny-ribbed coyotes
hunt bony mice. Drooping windbreaks sighed
south of me where the roots of the lilac had dried
to brittle threads and the well failed.
I dreamed I could pick up and move north:
mountain lakes circled by flickering beeches,
mule deer foraging through shade and light.
The night Gilda died, the ground too dry-hard
to dig horse-deep, I hauled a truckload
of fieldstones to bury her. Setting rock, I told her
about the place back east: cool springs, wisteria
clambering clockwise up arbors, a sight to behold,
where fuchsia hung down over stone walls on the road.
Some days the sides of my throat rubbed dry
against each other, gritty with dust from fields.
Everyone’s clothes matched—bleached by the sun
and coated with what blew around us night and day.
41
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One morning the creek in Tom’s pasture trickled a ribbon
of hope, but it disappeared before we could
fill more than a jar or two. Not waiting for silt
to settle, we drank that brown water. Work slowed—
we were gesturing stick figures made of wood.
Waiting for salt, waiting for rain, I understood
thirst. In this world the forest pine throws
a long arm over the river—falling less a threat
than want of light. A lost dog crosses
a continent to find his people, salmon beat
themselves to ribbons climbing the falls.
That bone-dry summer I saw how need is a guide
creatures can’t ignore—a perpetual insist.
In the news: freedom fighters, hungry refugees,
how deep they went—those thirsts that could not be satisfied.
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Allegra Jostad Silberstein

The Deepening Pool

I am in need of peace that will flow
over my body’s waiting parts, my lips
my face, my limbs, even my fingertips,
in arching time with breathing deep and slow:
the breath for letting inner tensions go
the breath that lets our spirits move ahead
that leaves behind all thoughts of fear and dread
and brings instead a gift of sunset glow
a twilight time that’s like a melody
softly played, unwinding like a spool
holding thread that mends a quilt for the deep
quiet of the coming night when all we need
is the essence of the deepening pool
the easy rhythm of our healing sleep.
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Lisa McCabe

Waking

First the body and then the mind;
emotion, like an errant child
in fear of being left behind
comes in bedraggled from the wild.
The soul has been on watch all night;
it slowly descends to join the rest
and like a nurse who sets things right,
calls each element to task.
Last evening’s argument is spent—
the mind admits to its mistake.
The body lies full innocent
of pain that kept it half awake.
But emotion raw and sore
cries out to the rising sun;
it can’t remember quite what for—
a lifetime since the harm was done.
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John Muro

After the Storm

Early morning light’s pearl-lustered,
And air takes on a liquid look. BackSliding channel is near-empty, mud-dry,
With just a thin trickle of stream,
Like a muscle of eel, slithering between
The bent reeds and cattails once as high
As a house. A landscape that’s been redacted
By the addition and subtraction of water.
Seeing how the dead drifted down and tides
Sought to draw them back to their beds,
Released them to surface and deposited
Them in this fetid cache of marooned gore.
The remaining water is a curiously cured
Blend of linseed oil, kerosene, and silt—
A color approaching stippled lead—
That’s diluted and eerily guided
By wind towards a harbor that’s tied
Tight as a drumskin; its surface stretched
To near-translucence. Hard to reimagine waves
That surged like marauding legions in full
Armor, rising in seething fury and toppling
In cataclysmic descent, exploding in such a way
They hadn’t expected landfall. Then the hushed
Murmur and tambourine shudder of outgoing tides.
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Agnes Vojta

Dillard Mill

It rained all night. The day rose dripping grey.
The cool air, welcome after summer’s heat
smelled finally like fall. The first red flames
of sumac bushes shone beside the street.
At noon, the mill pond mirrored clouds on blue.
The Huzzah Creek splashed sparkles off the falls.
The solid mill stood watching silently,
machines asleep inside behind red walls.
The buckeye trees, already bare of leaves,
had strewn their shiny fruit across the ground.
And I collected, joyful as a child,
the great brown treasure: chestnuts, smooth and round.
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Daniel Lusk

Tamasolco

Place of the toad.
Planet Earth in the theatre of stars.
What we used to call “outer space”
as if where we live is the center.
Shapeshifting out there.
We give names to the shadow puppets
of clouds and dust,
which are nothings that mime
our loves and fears back to us.
We call pure dark by the name
of what frightens us most,
though even now we are standing
because of it, singing, flying even.
Let’s remember the Minotaur
and practice bull-leaping
in our daydreams.
Here’s a notion to serve
as pilot light for our poems:
“It is a small fact, but once planted
it can develop swagger.”
Let’s begin
with what we know for sure.
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Daniel Lusk

Fisher

Streaks across the road ahead
into the winter trees,
a vivid, long-tailed shadow
against the frozen snow.
Confirmation that belief
is irrelevant. The world is,
and I am in it.
This fierce, shaggy weasel
does not mean anything, is not
either less or more
than the snowshoe hare,
than a puff of wind or a knife,
than the blood
on its hot gums.

Previously published in Appalachia and KIN (Wind Ridge Books, 2013).
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Daniel Lusk

The Bear’s Carol

Winter solstice.
Clink of glasses. Far-off songs.
We’re warm here, where snow
ticks down on hemlocks, repeats
and repeats as if it were news
and we didn’t believe it.
Having sung those fat months
to her brawling triplets
as she browsed witch hazel leaves,
foraging for butternuts and thimble berries,
grubbing larvae from the rotted stump
by our stony wall, now bear sleeps
in a secret crevice on the hill.
What was the bear’s carol
about, then? About her own
hairy god, her own child born in a cave,
her descent into dark and the miracle.
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South wind today sings
of magnolias, catfish, jambalaya.
Wild turkeys by the road
in bright spring attire,
old-fashioned girls with red ribbons
sewn into their brown petticoats.
Bear dreams a faint rumor
of light to come.

Previously published in The Chariton Review and KIN (Wind Ridge Books,
2013).
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CL Bledsoe

The Bees and the Bears

Before bed, my daughter asks
about when we were bears,
serious face, big eyes. She knows
once she pulls the string, I’ll spin
all night. “That’s why you like salmon
so much,” I remind her. “We slapped
the waves into place as the river curtsied
past, which is how the Mississippi
was made. They won’t tell you that
at school, because they’re in it with
Big Erosion. We knew the secret song
that put the bees to sleep.” “But weren’t
we stealing their honey?” “We left
flowers like the tooth fairy leaves
silver dollars. They were glad to
have them. They wrote thank-you
notes. Your mother might still have
some, saved somewhere. Flowers
grew in our fur—a special kind
you can’t find at the farmers’ market.
They changed color and scent
depending on our moods, what we had
to do that day. Too much homework
and they would go gray and smell
like old cheese. Everybody would know
we needed someone to make
funny faces at us.” “I don’t think that’s
true.” I shrug. “When we’d scratch
our backs on trees, it straightened
them so they grew into the sky, which
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is where the best sunberries come from.
They’d drop them down for us, sometimes.
When we sharpened our claws on their
bark, we were returning the favor.”
I look into the distance, thinking about
how sweet those berries were, the feel
of loam beneath my claws. “Why did
we ever leave?” she asks. “We got laid
off and had to come here for work,” I say.
“Your mom’s cousin knew somebody
hiring humans, so we had to trade in our
fur and claws for hair and donuts. That’s
why you should always unionize.”
That bit always puts her right to sleep.
I tuck her in, stand over her,
growling at the darkness to keep
it back a little longer.
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CL Bledsoe

A Warning for My Daughter

Never turn directly into an eastern
wind unless you want to carry its
child, but if you do, don’t expect
it to keep things interesting in the
bedroom. If you say the moon’s name
when she’s full, she will expect a foot
rub and make a lot of pointed
comments about her needs. There’s
a lot to watch out for. Cemeteries
at night are full of demons who’ll
expect you to take their dishes to
the sink after you’ve cooked dinner.
Those who eat the dead will vacuum,
but they’ve got to be asked first. Then,
they won’t understand why you aren’t
grateful for the help. Angels from on
high will forever be stealing your product
and leaving hair in the sink. Don’t
get me started about werewolves,
who will bring home dinner but expect
you to clean it. And you better hope
you like your meat rare. Vampires
and lusty swans share a passive disdain
for your feelings. Ghosts have so much
baggage and never straighten up. I’m
talking about partnership, which is
a lot like a seesaw in that it’s best to
keep a little distance. The gods are, at
best, narcissists, which means they
never put the toilet seat down. Banshees
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overreact and hold grudges like you
wouldn’t believe. All of these are
generalizations, of course. I’ve known
some very nice ghouls, for example, and
the west wind once helped me change
a tire when I was stuck out of town.
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John Grey

The Heart of Cooking

The kitchen is where she is most alive.
Oven heating. Cake bowl stirred. Cookbook spread.
Bones creak loud. Love is over. Sex is dead.
But, mealtime, appetites don’t just survive.
Without name-calling, free of spite, they thrive.
The table setting is the marriage bed.
Shrimp swim in sauce. Tomatoes ripen red,
Mustard seed is her Chanel number 5.
These days, the way to a man’s withered heart
Is via her own, fragrant, tasty, sweet.
Disagreements end. Pan-broiled pleasures start
With roasted corn, potatoes, sauteed meat.
Loud quarrels and great food live lives apart.
Separate courses, the trauma and the treat.
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Julie Benesh

Divorce Casserole

Blanche when you get
served: you didn’t see it coming; he’s already
sampled every lawyer in town, leaving none for you.
Extract friends’ knowledge of his
buffet grazing and
tasting menu. When did they
smell your marriage was…put a
fork in it…
done?
(Beat it out of them, as needed.)
Spread rumors about his job or
mouthfeel:
serves him right!
Sift through your black and white memories
halve everything: all your
stuffing;
sweet and savory, breaking
bread with offspring and friends.
Reduce your
standard of living accordingly.
Scrape together
leftovers from fam and friends.
Salt with tears to
taste.
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Fold.
Set aside: your differences for children and dignity.
Divide your grief into
ramekins where it won’t
poison the whole
menu. Let it
cool until you can
taste it without
burning, until you can
measure all the ways each component
ingredient has sustained you:
raw, cooked, refined,
combined, separated.

Previously published in Cathexis Northwest Press.
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Amanda Ryan

Recipe for Disaster

We don’t get recipes for disaster much
In the things passed down by family members.
At least, they aren’t included in wills and such
Like hand-stitched tea towels or yellowing letters.
In the things passed down by family members,
You wouldn’t find it on an index card written down,
Like hand-stitched tea towels or yellowing letters,
The pages flecked with wine and vinegar and frowns.
You wouldn’t find it on an index card written down
With all the juicy details Meryl found,
The pages flecked with wine and vinegar and frowns
And the instructions: to bake six feet underground.
With all the juicy details Meryl found,
A bitter root, a salty touch, and clutch,
And then the instructions: bake six feet underground,
You might entice the worms to munch.
A bitter root, a salty touch, and clutch—
At least, they aren’t included in wills and such,
It might entice the worms to munch.
We don’t get recipes for disaster much.
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R.C. Neighbors

Groceries in the Time of COVID

While squeezing avocados, I spot a man
with his medical mask pulled down
to his chin, as if his lungs are not
a forty-four Magnum and we are not playing
Russian Roulette. I glare across the kumquats,
not knowing the number, if any,
of slugs in the chamber, each exhale
a tug of the trigger and slam of the hammer—
and I won’t learn for seven-to-ten days
if he produced a chorus of hollow clicks
or grazed an appendage,
a mere flesh wound, so to speak,
or if I am one of the hundreds
of thousands, the unlucky
two-to-six percent to take a round
directly to the chest.
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Ginger Dehlinger

Deck the Halls with Melancholy

Wrap baby Jesus in tissue.
Put him and his family
back in the china cupboard.
Blow out the candles.
A waste of glitz and glamour
on an empty table.
Freeze the pie I baked this morning.
I could eat the whole thing
but regret it tomorrow.
I’ll need a big box
to mail their presents.
No joyful house noise this year.
Might as well take down the tree.
It was for them, not me,
and they’re not coming.
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David Stephenson

Time Capsule

I plan to bury one in the old park
That’s always empty, so no one will care,
Beneath a bogus homemade plaque to mark
The fake past date it wasn’t interred there.
Inside I’ll put a wrestling magazine,
A pack of cigarettes, a can of beer,
An old cell phone, a jar of gasoline,
And two beef jerky strips in Tupperware.
If anyone digs it up decades hence
I doubt they’ll get much joy from their new haul,
Since its expertly curated contents
Won’t help them understand our times at all,
Which is the point, if there is one, because
Nobody living through them right now does.
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Robert Bulman

Fabric and Hope

the dragon returns as a virus
its feverish breath casting fire,
the invisible corona of stars,
over a people tinder-dry with sorrow
masks, strapped on like armor,
a medieval defense against beasts,
reveal the stunning beauty of our eyes
when framed by fabric and hope
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Mary Lee

Fruit Wonders

Stay at home—I fantasize:
blossoms on trees and shrubs
grow into metaphor. I foresee
harvests of apples, pears,
damsons, blackcurrants…
Recipes for Christmas abound—
today it’s jam. I marvel at miracle
sugar that makes consistencies jell,
preserves, maintains the fruits’
bright burst, brighter than their
cornucopia of flowers: pinks, reds,
crimsons. Heat and sugar
alchemize, jars of glowing jewels
in the cupboard—luminous
clusters. And I think of other fruit
wonders—babies born—softly
palmed to bounteous breasts, eyes
rest on children as if their mothers’
knowing will never be complete.
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Mary Lee

God and Love

Their presences interweave with absences. Some days you struggle
to pray, yet a prayer rises. When faith evaporates its absence finds a
home in your heart’s open window. Rare moments of wholeness a
radiance of spirit flashes, makes sense in the way love makes
sense—births new vulnerability: every commitment to detail, an
intricate expression of love; your life of promise turns out to be less
than you dreamed of—yet you promise even more—and fail. You
deepen in love through every failure.
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Yuan Changming

Missing in Missed Moments: for Qi Hong

1/ Missing: Each Time
Each time I miss you
A bud begins to bloom
So you are surrounded by flowers
Everywhere you go
Each time I miss you
A dot of light pops up
So you are illuminated by a whole sky
Of stars through the night
2/ Craving in Missed Moments
Within the smallest measurement of a zeptosecond
At the boldest spot of the present moment
Upon the shortest daybreak above the horizon
Of a dream, in the longest nights of
A lunar or solar month, throughout the slowest seasons
As they come & go, there is agitation, & it is
During all this time that the agitation persists, within the innerMost heart of my heart, where my entire protoself agitates
Amidst agitations; it is then & there that I crave you
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Emmett Ross

Alone Together

Longing wells up under my skin.
Flustered, I struggle to hold it in.
You order a new round but say nothing more,
Casting earnest glances toward the door.
Your gaze does not meet mine, but roams
Across the dusky interval of catacombs
That gird this sordid little boîte upon a hill.
Your eyes glide with such a tender will
Over the thousand faces no one knows,
Guessing at their stories, I suppose.
Who are they to us and I to you and you to me,
Alone together, speaking silently?
What if you could sit at every table,
You of all those in here able
To conjure laughter from the saddest whore
With the magic of an unaffected smile? I have no more
To do, no one else to meet, so let me stay
And linger waiting for my song to play.
Confessing to my Scotch will have to do.
I’ll tell it all I dare not say to you.
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Nathan J. Reid

One-of-a-Kind(ers)

I don’t believe in soulmate. I believe in one-of-a-kind.
One-of-a-kinders are kind of hard-to-finders. And quite often,
yes, these one-of-a-kinders are also one-opportuners
whose one opportunity fades sooner and sooner
to be lost for good from the swooners and spooners
who spend too much time playing games of “life planners”
and not enough time teaching hearts good manners
who then wonder why they end up courting run-of-the-millers
when the one-of-a-kinders offered ever-lovable thrillers.
So, swooners, you have to seize those one-opportuners.
Lovers, you have to believe in those one-of-a-kinders
or sooner and sooner they will become harder-to-finders
whose sheer absence will be the ever-painful-reminder
that now was the time to snatch up your over-the-mooner
because chances like these are only one-of-a-kind.
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Heather Sager

Two Friends

We slept out in the field
under the stars
We were 18 and we screamed
along dirt-road hills at midnight
on my brother’s superspeed go-cart
Once, our wild hair streaming behind,
taking turns aiming the flashlight
as skunks fled in darkness,
we were the headlights
In my kitchen
my mom called you a
“flibbertigibbet”
for rumors of cow-tipping
(it’s not even possible, but okay),
flirting (that happened),
and other small-town crimes
We were 18 and we cried
You hugged me in the marbled halls
after Jerome, our childhood friend,
died from cancer of the bone
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We were 18 and we danced
drunk on wine-coolers in your yard
playing volleyball on a swampy cool
summer night
We slept out in that field
under the stars,
hugging each other’s backs
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Julie Allyn Johnson

Animal

You drove a rusted white hearse to my cousin’s wedding.
We christened it The Deathmobile the night before.
Drunk on Everclear, we jammed uncooked hot dogs
into the wire slats of a dust-encrusted 3-speed floor fan on HI
our bodies drenched with August’s heat, thick with the lunacy
of drawing stick people—for the sake of expediency—
on hand-drawn cards with my son’s busted crayons,
felicitations for a long life of marital bliss. Good luck
with that, unspoken trepidations prattled about inside
our booze-addled brains: a sixteen-year-old groom
and his pregnant bride. Four decades later, the marriage
endures. Our embryonic love? A violent, untimely demise.
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Ken Meisel

Mayberry State Park Pastoral
For this was the beginning of the burning time.
—James Baldwin

One after another the teenage boys
and the girls bound out
of their cars in cheerful pairs
and they slip slide and slope
into the dark woodland forest
holding each other’s hands
so that they can snuggle down again
on a dried-out log
and they can slurp their bottles
of cheap beer
and smoke their first cigarettes
with one another
and practice holding up the lighter
for each other to try.
All this begins when the yellow-throated
warblers arrive again to sing
their wichity-wichity-songs at the edges
of the forest where the fallen
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tree branches have formed tangled bundles
of refuse, and the lichen-drizzled
mounds and rodent dens hide small voles
that watch the sky for hawks that prey.
And one after another, the teenage boys
and the girls lean very closely
into each other’s warmed faces
to practice kissing each other’s
lips at first gently and wisely, and then,
still later—after the summer
has baked these woods into a color
of heat and shamrock green frenzy—
their kisses become wet and unruly
as they move so close together
they can barely keep their deep breathing
separated into a rhythm,
and one after another, like new England asters
suddenly ablaze with red flowers
blooming up expansive stalks that grow
wild to dominate the trail-side,
the girls and the boys become awesome
in what they seem to carry.
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Nobody seems to want to understand it—
that these children will it—
this emergent urge for growing. But they
continue on with it—this kissing
that is a practicing for what their
younger lips will to become as adults:
these lips made from an under-structure of cellular layers
and a stratified squamous epithelium,
and a cupid’s bow, where the sensual upper lip
rises triumphant and erotic
over the rugged lower lip where both meet the face
at the reddish vermillion border
and something—like a narrow crack—wiggles up
into a galvanized smile that laughs;
and these lips will one day become angel fish
swim-kissing to another—a partner—
and so the boys and the girls, under the deep shade
of these woods, keep up their
escapades of kissing in hiding spots
where unseen mealworm beetles
freeze and stir under the rotting log bark,
and mantidflies slink and slide
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across the rotting forest floor
and grab other insects
into their vices to eat;—
and, beyond this, where the new moon
rises like a snow trillium over the loud swamp
and the last birds fly down
through the Rayleigh scattering
to merge, like sharp lightning bolts
with the reddish seduction of twilight
and with the physical sensation
of a nightfall becoming lunar,
you can hear their voices—these kids
who are practicing what it is to make their lips
become the wandering angel fish
that seek another person
for the pair-bonding of a night
that will, one day, take them
all the way to love’s borderland
of heaven;—and you can hear their shyness
and their innocence, too,
and that quick laughter
that bows as it dances
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into its own flirtatious display,
and also that miraculous elixir
inside their love songs composed
of hoot owls and moon beams,
giving to each of them all these soft melodies
they hum after dark—
(this is something none of us sitting safe in our chairs
should ever forget:
it’s what mystifies us against them
forgetting who we once were…)
and it’s that unstoppable power that ignites
in their eyes and vapors us—
yes, this is something none of us should
ever omit or forget
because it was once that very same torch
in our life, and in our bodies too,
and, so, we shouldn’t be cynical of it,
nor mistrust it in fear—
and that it baptizes them—each and every one
of their little fires—into life.
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Wendy Cleveland

Cut Grass

On Highway 14 West when spring sings through the air
a county employee mows on a monster machine
leaning over a steep drop at a dangerous angle
and suddenly the smell of cut grass saturates my car,
returns me to the house on Filbert St. where the man
with a chiseled face, baggy shorts, and faded tee shirt
pushes the mower, leans in slant, the blades
slicing grass suede soft, little barbs of green zinging
out the sides like neon confetti, its smell sweet and lush
the morning sun already hot, sweat running down his face
cigarette pinched between his lips, the tip aglow,
he in his element mowing, I in my treehouse watching
and even now, when I inhale that fragrance, I feel
his breath fan my neck like the feather of a small bird.
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Faith Thompson

Voice of a Virgin

Once I was a girl with calloused feet
Who made for maples in the afternoon,
And shoveled sugar by the tablespoon
Into my mouth. I liked things that were sweet.
Liked keys and skirts and playing chess in trees.
Skinny, freckled, strong, with scuffy knees,
I was content. I felt myself complete,
Quick to laugh, and mellow in repose.
My legs have lengthened—curves have formed—since then.
My blood has come and gone away again
A hundred times—strange tides, strange undertows.
I’ve grown a little wise, a little wary.
I’ve had a heaviness or two to carry.
But on the whole I’m not much changed. I chose
The life I have, and I’m content therein.
Still freckled, funny, mellow at my ease.
Still full and strong and pleased with maple trees.
But when did this great Grecian choir begin
To sound around my ears? At every turn,
Some praise or slander that I didn’t earn.
Some talk of guilt, of innocence, of sin.
Some talk of complexes, of prudery.
Of how there’s water running through my veins—
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And tepid water, too. One fact remains:
I never asked for this cacophony.
Yet every street-side expert gets a vote!
Between men offering up the antidote,
And holy rollers canonizing me,
And amateur clinicians everywhere,
One always ends up someone’s argument,
Their idol, fetish, or experiment.
I’ve had enough. So let me clear the air.
I’m not a prude or child or basket case.
I do not weep into my pillowcase.
My bed is cold—but I have blankets there.
I am not pure. I am not lily-white.
I’ve tamed no unicorns that I can see.
As yet, no gods have made a seer of me.
I really doubt my maidenhead is quite
As powerful as I think that implies.
There is no miracle between my thighs.
Sometimes a thing is neither wrong nor right.
For now, at least, I’m satisfied to be
Just as I am in body, mind, and heart.
I know myself down to the smallest part,
And I am full and hale and glad and free.
The world is brimming over with delights.
It’s mine to choose between my appetites.
And no one needs to know the why but me.
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Faith Thompson

Suffragettes

The men are talking politics
and smoke is in the air.
It settles on their shoulders.
It’s clinging to their hair.
The ladies smell of roses,
for it is their task to be
pleasant, pretty, powerless,
and fond of filigree—
and glad to bring a gentleman
a cup of honeyed tea.
A little light refreshment—
yes, that will do just fine.
A little talk, a little song,
perhaps a little wine.
The ladies know this song and dance;
they always step aright.
Meanwhile they set their thoughts
on how to set the world alight—
the weight of bricks, and politics—
the cost of dynamite.
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Maril Crabtree

Planting
In these late days
sometimes I wonder
what life would be like
if I planted myself in one
place, if I spread my roots far
and wide, above and below, like
a banyan tree whose epiphytic life
can’t seem to decide whether to stay
or go. Who would I be if I planted myself
in one job or career, one geographic place,
instead of flitting about, attracted to one, then
another, enjoying them all until one morning I
wake and know it’s time to move on? More restless
than a banyan tree, I spread wings over places, over
lives, over jobs, more like a honeybee than a banyan tree.
Nevertheless
life plants me
where I’m needed
where I can grow
where I can restore
and be restored
like a wildflower seed
carried on the wind
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Ivo Drury

Wants and Ways

reassurances withal
we want things our way
often code for both ways
maybe yet more ways
why tease a dilemma
with trilemmas and quadrilemmas on offer
so somehow
we stay stuck in no man’s land
aside from trips both exotic and domestic
where in strange beds
and amidst interesting sights
we’re still the same
tacked down with rivets
laden with chains
wanting things our way, both ways, other ways,
always
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Mark Burgh

Sum

Take out the soft sky & wonder
where the achievements of light
flicker in the ease of the day.
The only elixir you taste burns
your gullet with potent thoughts.
Words you should lose won’t leave you,
like a becoming that halts halfway.
The form never gels,
nor does the idea explicate one damn thing.
But then, geese rise in morning
to go far away, making perfect
without any idea they do just that.
There’s the knife
to your heart,
flying
when autumn’s tocsin barks the sun away.
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Mark Burgh

Old School

Light of learning burned out, gray windows
Deathmask the rooms where souls beaten flat
Sat in rows. The portico’s ornate lintel festooned
With bird nests & spiderwebs. Class photos dull on
Walls chipping paint. Each face, still young, looks
Out on life they have already lived. A species of
Hell, then. Trees vanquish asphalt, acorns
Punctuate the unfinished words. Some students
Linger in old spitballs, or scribbled works on
Bathroom tile, names carved in desks like
A desperate operation to establish identity.
Yet, the brick tower rises as it always has,
Demonstrating the rights of the world:
What is noble falls, what is ignoble falls,
What is learned lies wadded in the gutter,
Waiting for time itself to pull that final cord.
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Kris Spencer

The Surface Holds
Reality lies not in the appearance of the subject
but in the extent to which it leaves an impression.
—Proust

think what you can almost see
as the surface holds
in the absences
the imprint of a brush
the ways in which the work is formed
through pressing
how one mark suggests another
the paint dries
and changes with the light
on the stretched canvas
shapes appear permanent
but the spirit lies hidden
in the scars and stains we leave
not even an echo and so
with the urge to find an end and close to heighten things somehow
and make a sense beyond ourselves we look to the uncertain place
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Curtis Franks

The Dao of Mohs

You seem surprised you skinned your knee, but son
the word itself, “peradam,” we were warned,
just may mean that which diamonds cannot scratch
but scratches back: “The hardest thing there is,”
as Wittgenstein described his logic once.
It can’t be seen by ordinary folks
they say. Instead you have to figure out
a way, by giving up on everything mundane,
to fix your gaze past the horizon, where
“to anyone who seeks”: sincerely, it
“reveals itself” by this: “its sudden sparkle.”
I don’t believe in it one whit, nor do
your scrapes so much incentivize its search
as caution grounded men against such games.
Another name for focal points far-flung:
“mirage.” And you’ve been taken in by one.
Instead I’ve waited for the opposite.
I’ve heard it said of zen, “When they are gone
the nothing that was there…appears” to those
who hung around, who didn’t search, who sat
instead. And yet, I worry that this thing
you cannot get by trying is all wet.
Applying the same logic as Daumal,
how insubstantial must it be, this stuff,
this anti-peradam! At least with talc,
if you so choose to powder up your nose
or polish rice, you have a use. But talc
will pulverize the zen, and then, what then?
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I fear the more I might involve myself with it,
the further sunk and stranded I’ll wind up,
and just as there’s not on Mount Analogue,
there won’t down there be friction quite enough
to get a grip or straighten out the ship.
But calcite? feldspar? topaz? gypsum? quartz?
We’ve long thought each of these inadequate,
their qualities too crude, determined by
contingent features of a brittle world.
With hardness off the scale we thought we could
provide the frame that lends the whole scheme sense.
Can we content ourselves with happenstance,
and make our way with nothing permanent?
In fact we should. Eternity, for you,
and emptiness its negative, for me,
are what fell flat upon analysis.
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Gary Beck

City Sight

The cranes are flying,
not elegant birds,
but heavy machinery
raising buildings to the sky.
They neither tire from elevation,
nor weary from exertion,
having a function of their own
for observant people
who appreciate the city.
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Barry T. Brodie

The Timber of Notre Dame

“The relics are safe!”
But what of us?
We are ashes.
We are the relics of the one, true cross-beam.
Are we no less holy,
We who touched the heavens
And carried the orisons and hymns of eight centuries
To the God above.
Yes, in those days heaven was above.
That’s why we were built so tall—
To reach as high as men and women could reach.
Of course, it took generations,
Stone and wood passing from father to son to grandson.
All in a century’s work.
Work? It was prayer.
“Then came the artwork.”
Just because we are far up out of sight
Are we not a part of this monumental work of art,
This frozen music if you will?
We were the overtones that you could barely see.
And here we are—dust, ex-spired.
We only live, only suspire
Consumed by either fire or fire.
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So, are we, the trees of a millennium past,
The great sacrifice on the altar?
First, the altar of earth
Where we were felled for the greater glory of God,
And now the altar of man?
In whose name?
For what glory?
But, the benefactors will come
And money will spill,
Enough that could have built
All the cathedrals of Europe.
“Save the relics, save the artwork!”
But what are the relics?
What the art?
What art thou?
Ask the window, the rose window,
For the fire and the rose are one.
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William Heath

Easter Island

Who will decipher
the secrets of
the stone faces?
Who will tell
the tale of how
the short ears
slew the long ears
and smashed those
gods whose eyes
were open?
The monoliths line
the island’s rim
looking inward at
the secret land.
They know what happened
in their honor—
bones upon bones
in volcanic caves
an epic song sung
by the oldest woman
in the only village
her fingers lost
in a cat’s cradle
that controls how
the tale is told.
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Katherine Edgren

Out West: Should We Have Stayed at Home?
inspired by E. Bishop’s Questions of Travel

There are too many Stone People here
standing at attention in crowded canyons
in wait for the sun to hurry up and rise or set.
Here, striped spires born of erosion jab the sky,
while the canyon edge keeps moving back,
and if it keeps travelling travelling,
structures on top will come to resemble ruined cities
until the hoodoos crumble, the canyon vanishes.
There are too many layers here,
where minerals hidden inside rocks drip like paint,
adhere to a canvas fashioned by iron, shadows, time.
The trip here, spending the night in Vegas,
the cramped plane ride back.
Should we have stayed at home to leaf through magazines,
surf the internet, or watch a documentary on tv?
Should we have stayed there, and thought of here?
Where would we be today?
What compels us to leave our beds to see the sun?
To leave recliners to hike mountains in the heat,
risk limbs for views?
Was it to see dry gullies where water once ran,
or the way tree bark can run circles around a tree?
Was it to see a bobcat slinking through the underbrush like a ghost,
to nearly stumble on a tarantula?
Do we have room in us for one more pink sunrise,
one more golden sunset, one more crannied rock?
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Surely, it would have been a pity to miss the opera singer
who twirled table to table taking orders;
never to have wielded, and come to cherish, a walking stick.
Yes, a pity not to have watched a monsoon move
over the canyon rim while sipping a local brew,
never to have seen fearless deer with wide antenna ears,
and vicious squirrels famous for attacking,
a pity never to have been up so high we could know
what it is to be a condor, or a god.
A pity never to have been rained out from a hike to find
a “sudden golden silence” in which this traveler could wonder:
Where is home, anyway?
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Gilbert Allen

Las Vegas

Some god has swallowed the whole galaxy
and its history—throwing
up in a straight line, palm trees
and pyramids and palaces extending
beyond money, time, infinity
into the desert—where only
all America is waiting
to find its meaning in its second helping.
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Gilbert Allen

The Elect

Not Our Accomplishment, But God’s!
tattooed upon their house,
her handbag, Cadillac Seville,
and each designer blouse
she wore. Only their residence
and car were visible,
prompting sneers from unbelievers.
The other tags hid all
in darkness, or next to her skin,
which also bore the marks
of her attendant deity—
a man building an ark
upon her sinful frame
one bruised board at a time.
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Daniel Patrick Sheehan

A Particular Hour

Lord, I confess: I love the darkness, too,
Perhaps more than light, all things considered.
So the heaven I’d choose sits ever in dusk,
The moon just rising, the kitchen window lit,
The calico stretched dreaming on the sill,
A church bell three blocks distant tolling six,
Calling home children from the twilit wood.
There, in that eternal neighborhood,
Fireflies blink in code, blue lightning cracks
From a sudden storm, the rain gutters fill.
I inhale the soft, mossy soul of it:
Loam smell, leaf-rot, the dank and fertile musk
Of a season that endures, dearest Lord,
Like the green and unending heart of you.
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Daniel Patrick Sheehan

After Raking

The chill of the day in the remnant wine,
Cascades of Sehnsucht, the grieving sun slant
And pear yellow on the half-shut blinds,
Mittens abandoned by the doorless shed,
Leaf-rot smell still clinging to the hands,
The oven clicking as it warms, the phone
Chiming and buzzing, the put-upon bones
Crying O God, not this again, as winter,
Sullen hag, bangs the door open and sits,
Promising encores of her greatest hits:
Eighty-eight, perhaps, or Ninety-six,
Or Eighteen Hundred and Froze to Death.
That was the year they made snowballs in June,
And the sunsets turned bloody, and the moon.
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George Payne

Barn’s Burned Down

Now I see the moon,
in this burning heap of cinderblock and timber,
this cataclysm, this crush,
this dense mass of silent consciousness.
I see you, my beloved, your wide
sapphire eyes.
The period we have to appreciate
each other is nearly over.
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George Payne

Atammayata

Birth and death, love and hate, the burnt scent
of cloves on fingers and campfire on jeans—
nothing is attached for long.
In the butter-soft leather light of purple fog,
a royal procession of swans announces themselves.
Not made of that, the lake is restless for now.
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Isaiah Hicks

Husk

To listen to the crickets in the hymn of night
Is to know why Orion is always at the ready,
Starry arrows in his quiver sleeping,
Dreaming about piercing Sirius.
I, too, want to touch that star.
What a dream of stardust we live in.
Last night, I saw a bird dip into the light
Of a shadow and exit as a rat. I could see
Rays of moonlight poking through cloud-holes
After a rush of wind, sweet song of heaven,
Spread that story of water across the night sky.
I stopped walking for a moment
After crushing a cicada husk beneath my shoe
Because I thought I killed the real thing.
The wind blew again, chill dancing on my skin.
I have yet to escape this husk. Do not crush me.
I do not have many things here besides God.
Sometimes I rip the bark from trees
To show them that we are all naked once;
I pluck their leaves too, small human that I am.
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Michael Gushue

A Gardener Loses His Memory

What’s left when the future prunes the past?
This empty greenhouse once held Balm
and Sweet Anne whose dried scent can last
all winter. When rain pounds the glass
worn caulk lets streams run down my palm.
What’s left when future prunes the past?
Muffled sorrow, anger’s cramped fist.
If only memory could be hard elm
or Sweet Anne, whose dried scent can last,
and not this straw that rots so fast
I didn’t know my own wife calling “Tom.”
Even the few sure things I knew slip past.
Is this Hyssop, its slight bitter taste?
Or Jacob’s Tears, or Lemon Balm?
Or Sweet Anne, whose dried scent will last
after its name falls into some crevice.
I said to her: “When I leave my green realm,
leave me. Let your future prune our past.
Sweet Anne, forget tears. They don’t last.”
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Leo Aylen

Sestina: Meeting an Old Friend
not seen for many years, who’s won a Nobel Prize for physics,
but has Alzheimer’s

Mind in fragments…Like crumbling masonry?
Like a tile, wind-struck, sliding downwards, leaving
Glimpses of age-warped batten, stained by rot?
Like thin gaps in stone walls, where mortar, flaking
To dusty powder, falls away? Like broken
Lumps of limestone, softened, crumpled by time?
No. No. How dare I! David’s personal time’s
Been filched from him. Why? Why’s the masonry—
To use that image—of his great brain broken
Into scrapheaps of nonconnection leaving—
Well, leaving what behind? Thin strands of flaking
Memories, now old, stale, and tasting rotten.
Or does memory failing transform rotten
Apples of half-remembered moments dropped when time
Was bud and twirls of birdsong, when “Look! Flaking!”
Meant blown runners gasping, when masonry
Was castle walls we climbed, exultant, leaving
Triumph flags there; a smiling time when broken
Limbs quickly healed in the unbroken
Sunshine of summer ladhood…There, split, rotten
Stumps were home to bright creepy things, and time
Stretched out like a naked sunbather leaving
His body on earth to dream-carve masonry
Of cloud-castles. No. No. That scene is flaking
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Away in horror, as we watch David’s flaking
Grapples and clutches reach for an old broken
Ladder, stumble on bits of masonry
Scattered over barn floors, or squelch in rotten
Patches of mud, trying to untie time
And enter the room which everyone is leaving.
No. No more images. David is leaving
Bits of himself behind. He sees them flaking
Off him. Or does he? Is he drowning in time
Or dropping out of it? What has been broken
Inside his brain? What made the tissue rotten?
What crumbles memory like masonry?
Scrap that word “masonry.” David is leaving
His brilliant mind behind, rotten and flaking.
His life now lies broken, murdered by time.
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Leo Aylen

Cancer Reprieve Homecoming

Have we dodged through the wrath-black gates,
Reached some green safety on mossy ground
Where walls echo forgotten words
Of sanctuary, then, refusing to fade,
Take hold of us with invisible hands?
Could this be the haven which heals the hurt?
The garden’s voice—a silent bell—
Warns that walls which are built from flowers
Are easily pierced by the arrows of plague—
Sanctuary not inviolable…
But can this pulsing, these fragile powers
Of mole and minnow and thrush-blue eggs,
Drive blessing through us, till we, grown strong
As the golden shoots of hungry spring,
Step into the circle of welcoming dance
Whose trees reach down, their fingers hung
With jeweled blossom, till the whirling
Reel of creation is ready to pounce,
But pounce with further blessing abundance?
This air promises there’ll be no lack
Of healing water or whiteness of swans,
Only a flood of joy to command us
“Ride, ride, on the holy dolphin back
Into love’s great ocean, then on…and on…
And on…”
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Linda K. Miller

Saying Goodbye

I, wrapped in the acts of my life,
feel as close to death as to life,
feel the need to tell you all.
So much to say in what may be
so little time, energy limp as
willow trees swaying languidly in
an afternoon breeze.
Desire as hot as volcanoes I’ve
never seen up close, no regrets
for skipping burning rocks with
steaming vapors taking my breath away.
Still my life rippled with laughter.
The undone unmissed.
Relished memories like ants race around my brain, creating
nooks to cradle them. Sometimes I catch one or two—
…holding my two-day-old son in my arms and feeling love
flow over us like a molten gold aura.
His eyes open wide to stare at me in amazement as
warm waves lap the shores of his isle…
…I turn my head to see a lion staring at me, sizing me up.
Dinner or just part of the jeep? No love in that stare.
Safaris made me know how it is to live beside the wild warthog
who once I feared. We stop, stare, drink to the wild amid
giraffes and elephants before we sally home, back with our pets…
The love I’ve felt and given, joy shivering over me
like an orgasmic spasm, spawns hope that
I gave as much as I got.
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Linda K. Miller

Chocolate Truth and Bald-Faced Lies

On a visit to Florida
on a dare
out of a can
we tasted alligator meat
the most exotic nibble
until my uncle visited with
chocolate covered ants.
I was reminded of them
when the personnel
director at work called
to say that a woman
claiming to be my sister
had phoned,
wanting to meet me.
Family secrets pop up like
wicked jack-in-the-box toys
surprising the children just when
parents think they’re safe.
There they go, half-brother and half-sister
loving each other, sharing genes.
Never bothered the royals.
Hard road for commoners,
all that sneaking around if they know
or the horror if they don’t.
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Nasty little truths bop and
weave about our lives trying to
escape the chains we put on them.
When you have to tell an old secret
tell it with a sweetener
tell it covered in chocolate
there’s always a silver wrapping.
But when you’re standing at a bedside
holding your loved one’s hand,
his life ebbing away even as you
pour yours into tears that wash
uselessly down your cheeks
and he says can we go home now?
you say yes, yes we can
because there is no chocolate
sweet enough for the hard truth
only a lie will do.
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Robin Helweg-Larsen

This Ape I Am

Under our armored mirrors of the mind
where eyes watch eyes, trying to pierce disguise,
an ape, incapable of doubt, looks out,
insists this world he sees is trees, and tries
to find the scenes his genes have predefined.
This ape I am,
who counts “One, two, more, more,”
has lived three million years in empty lands
where all the members of the roving bands
he’s ever met have totaled some ten score;
so all these hundred thousands in the street
with voided eyes and quick avoiding feet
must be the mere two hundred known before.
This ape I am
believes they know me too.
I’m free to stare, smile, challenge, talk to you.
This ape I am
thinks every female mine,
at least as much as any other male’s;
if she’s with someone else, she can defect—
her choice, and she becomes mine to protect;
just as each child must be kept safe and hale
for no one knows but that it could be mine.
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This ape I am
feels drugged, ecstatic, doped,
hallucination-torn, kaleidoscope,
that Earth’s two hundred people includes swirls
of limitless and ever-varied girls.
This ape I am
does not look at myself
doesn’t know about mirrors, lack of health,
doesn’t know fear of death, only of cold;
mirrorless, can’t be ugly, can’t be old.

Previously published in Ambit.
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Barbara Lydecker Crane

My Present
Self-Portrait without Beard, a painting
by Vincent Van Gogh (1853–1890);
St. Remy Asylum, France, 1889

Dearest Mother,
I’ve painted this for you;
without my beard, I think you’ll like me better.
My doctor says my thoughts are mostly true.
To him, to Theo, to you—I am a debtor.
I know my lack of sales can’t be ignored.
I know with alcohol and sin I’ve failed
to follow all the teachings of our Lord.
I know that in my episodes I’ve railed
unfairly at my friends. But now I feel
a steadying, a turn. I’ve gained some weight
on decent food—and lately, by appeal,
they’ve let me paint. Thank God I can create.
I’m hoping that quite soon I will walk out,
restored to health and almost free of doubt.
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Isabel Chenot

Cool of the Day

Uphill my vision ends on sky.
The dry road arrows up
toward the bow’s bend. The eye
shoots to abrupt
contrast: thing with nothing.
Dense with clear.
Objects touching,
touchless air
like loss. And all the time
a tree stark as an arrowhead
thorn-crowns the climb.
But stand in sharp relief with God
up top, and look downhill. And see no end.
The denseness and the nothing blend
to solid light, and still go on
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Isabel Chenot

To a Young Woman Who Took Too Many
Painkillers

This is our chance to die, I make no doubt.
You in a gaping clinic gown are still denying,
wasting your breath. But lay your cold hand on my heart
to feel the life-thread quaver through, replying:
Love is the warmer treble of despair.
And I have choked down bitter truth
like too much medicine to care,
urgent in unquiescent youth
to die, but not to suffer; time and again
in dying, not to hear my heart still beating.
It keeps the common time of pain,
blood’s score. It dins of no way to be meeting
God, except to bear what’s human—
dying every day, with every breath;
only one headstone.
Listen—Love is worth the Golgotha, and Nazareth.
So lay your cold hand on your dogged sorrow;
don’t deny it. This is your chance to die.
Your heart will open out, and narrow.
Try not to let it pass you by
with love unspent. Don’t waste your death.
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Terese Coe

Telephia
after Posidippus
Stretch out your arms to the gods, follow and weep.
Fleet Telephia lies in the ground. Carian
women, wind your circles round her grave.
Bring your purple blossoms in the spring
and lay them down. Sing of Telephia,
fast as the wind, and bind your salt
to Sappho’s songs. Let them fall with her simple sound.
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Priscilla Frake

Text from the Darkness

I tried to evade the dark
by changing my form—
I grew remote
as a rose
and stark
as a winter tree—
but thorns
bloomed along my arm
and my hand
was too red
not
to be an axe.
My next mad
scheme was to tame
the dream,
and to tax
its legal tender,
its power to transform
shame
into art.
What a mess
I have made of my sadness.
Do you hear
a thing when you eat
its heart?
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What if darkness
is a shore
both too far
to name,
and too dear?
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Simon MacCulloch

Morbid Reflection
I feel that the period will sooner or later arrive when I must abandon
life and reason together, in some struggle with the grim phantasm,
FEAR.
—Edgar Allan Poe, “The Fall of the House of Usher”

I fear the house and dare not speak my fear
For it would seal my doom, admitting that
Which enters when the doors and walls are breached:
The living corpse, the gaping bloody moon.
So when you come, old friend, I will not mention
Except in paintings, ballads, cryptic studies
These thoughts I think it best lie closely hidden:
Our inner world perforce reflects the outer
One soul, and all a veil across decay.
Across decay a veil, and all one soul
Our outer world perforce reflects the inner
—These thoughts I think it best lie closely hidden
Except in paintings, ballads, cryptic studies
So when you come, old friend, I will not mention
The living corpse, the gaping bloody moon
Which enters when the doors and walls are breached
For it would seal my doom, admitting that
I fear the house and dare not speak my fear.
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Joe Crocker

“One must imagine Sisyphus happy”
The gods condemned Sisyphus to roll a boulder up a hill for all eternity.
The existentialist philosopher Albert Camus argued that this is simply
the human condition. The world is without meaning. Our lives are
inescapably absurd. The point is to embrace and struggle with it, to live
without falling prey to hope or despair or the supernatural.

I brace for balance when I work the stone.
Its weight is what I want against my shoulder.
It is my burden. It is all I own.
The grip, the heave, the angle, and the groan.
I wrap my arms around it like a lover.
I am in balance when I work the stone.
At long last hope and hopelessness are gone.
My fate is mine to steer, to scorn or hold to.
My work. My burden. Everything I own.
The leap of faith forsaken, I have grown
aware. There is no angel and no ogre.
Only struggle and the balance and the stone.
And when I fall again, I fall alone.
My fate waits at the bottom with the boulder.
My rock. The burden I will not disown.
The steep track back, to start again. The known.
The undeluded effort. My place holder.
I find my balance. It is shaped in stone.
I lift my burden, consciously. My own.
Previously published in Philosophy Now.
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Art Nahill

Ode to Tying My Shoelaces

So much I do
I do out of fear
but not this
despite my mother’s
childhood warnings
I would split open
the delicate promise
of my skull if I didn’t.
No, I tie them
as a kind of prayer
bent at the waist
in supplication
while my mind contemplates
the extinction
of the honeybee in the wild
considers the rising
of the oceans
compiles a list of those
who do not love me enough
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my fingers
instinctively reach
pull laces taut
perform their dexterous
dance
as even domesticated bees
remember how
to waggle their behinds
to tell the whereabouts
of flowers.
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Charlie Robert

Morning Deer

Two Mule Deer.
Turning their heads as one.
Watching those of us still on the trail.
It is a Grand Gesture and does not go unnoticed.
A Sparrow Hawk waits and dives.
Please! she screams.
Every moment is sacred.
How many creatures know this?
The deer rotate their ears with deliberate intent.
Waving at us with the well-practiced indifference of
Newly minted royalty.
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Susan F. Glassmeyer

Forecast

It’s here the gray the swollen day
no blue no bright no breakthrough light.
The pressed the hemmed the bruised-up sky
the fist-down cloud the puffed-out eye.
It’s wild the wind-up roar the wind
the funnels flung the din begins.
The rage the rain the sirens sigh
the sidelong pelt the grim howl cry.
The crush the welter’s whim reply
it’s harsh the mayhem death wedge wide.
The loss the jar of blooms the marred
the May the June the longed-for star.
Then calm the birds their song the stay
the blue the bright it’s here the day.
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Wandajune Bishop-Towle

Stepmother Ghazal

Hesiod said, a day can be a mother, or a stepmother.
He was an ancient poet. How old is this story, stepmother?
Not every woman can love another woman’s child.
It takes a real mother, not a stopover—a stepmother.
Remember the YouTube video, the cat who suckled ducklings?
She might have made a meal of them, instead. Such a stepmother!
A stepfamily needs a steam valve, a scapegoat.
Who’s the sittingest duck of them all? The stepmother.
Once in a while, I talk to my mirror, who doesn’t?
Who’s the fairest, most compassionate, wisest stepmother?
Mémé, Mamí, Muter? Or go with first names,
as though you’re just a babysitter? How about—Stepmother.
My stepson salutes me Wa-na-na-na-na-na-joon!
What a clever poet he is! Does proud by his stepmother.
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William R. Stoddart

Through Such Blue

I ride my bicycle on the slippery stone sidewalk
after a summer rain, past the town doctor
sitting on his front porch reading the newspaper.
I smell the dirty brick street from mist rising
from yellow ingots and think it odd that I remember
this one ride after the rain now that I’m old in comparison
to when my red bicycle took me everywhere I could
dream, from whitewater rivers to steamy jungles,
through a sky so blue that I ache thinking of that silent
glide through a mute town. It’s quiet after the rain.
The dark clouds are followed by white galleons dragging
shadows like weightless anchors. No one speaks to me because
I cannot hear them. I do not remember ever hearing them:
who would stop to listen through such blue?

Previously published in The Adirondack Review.
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Peter Venable

Nightfall

On my back porch, first autumn night this year,
refreshing rain, drear as it pounds leaves, roofs, the deck.
Tar-black trees silhouette the gray clouds with serrated edges.
Wind spray bursts through screens and dampens my cheeks,
soaks a paperback on poetry, curls
the cover upwards—A sign? A symbol
of life’s course as age entropies mine?
I hear a sole cricket rasp beneath the porch—
its dark eyes see a cricket universe.
Avoided webs, Jays, toads all summer.
I envy its insect purpose, insect bliss.
He seeks a fall rendezvous—if she’s alive.
It’s clear he is as old as me this autumn.
Might be the last one.
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Mary Beth Hines

Rondel with Your Grandmother’s Banjo Clock

You teach me to wind it, keep breath and heart
steady, murmur of ancestors’ swish-hush
amidst gun-club boom, arrhythmia’s rush—
your faithful fingers’ careful, gentle art.
Gilded George Washington chips, fall apart
on the painted-glass throat that’s shed its blush.
Still, you spur me to wind it, keep breath, heart
steady, murmur of ancestors’ swish-hush.
We study the drumhead like it’s a star chart.
Evening light seeps. Numbers dim, flush.
We hunt for the mislaid key—stoop, toss, rush.
The clock-draw test looms. We tear the place apart.
You find it, touch me, steady breath, heart.
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Nancy Dillingham

Bittersweet

Outside my window
fog blossoms
for the fourth day in a row
each fog foretelling a snow
according to the old folks
who should know
September is a fragile month
suddenly gone golden
Old Summer
blossomed to fruition
bittersweet as the marigold
Grandma said it best
just when everything gets to growing pretty
the frost comes
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Kelli Logan Rush

Dear Beets, an Ode

Dear beets,
cut and baked,
you taste opaque,
of umber.
Your color—
it’s an otherness, an opening,
the dark beyond the lantern in the cavern,
occult, almost,
a thing to fathom.
Dear beets,
you speak
of dampness that won’t leave,
winter bagged deep in cellars,
skin on bone,
a wanting time,
and homes.
You are
the slab of table,
clink of tin,
the heaviness of hands
and portions served
in dim-lit rooms,
the dividing of…
a phantom food,
a nothing, nearly,
just a root chucked through the gloom—
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yet how you go in glory,
earthly orphics,
minor Merlins,
conjurors
of Yukon, Ukraine, Mato Grosso, Greece,
how you spin,
fat rubies tinged with lapis blue,
whirring through
millennia of making do.
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David W. Landrum

Winter’s Bones
I prefer winter when you feel
the bone structure of the landscape.
—Andrew Wyeth

When warmth prevails, the bone structure of fields,
of meadows, of the rise and sweep of land,
is barely noticed. Summer’s blazing yields
wheat, barley, rye, and oats, and it demands
we watch their dance, their burgeoning, their green.
Only in winter, with its frost and snow,
will the bone-structure of landscape be seen.
Only in frost-touched starkness do we know
the loneliness of earth—its witness to
death’s place, death’s wisdom buried down beneath
corn stubble, barren furrows, frozen blue
iced-over puddles, snow’s unbroken sheath.
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Carol L. Gloor

This Snow

This snow is not

a blanket
a cover
crystal beauty
silence

This snow is

three feet deep
layered with ice
sharp chunks

This snow cannot be

swept
shoveled
blown

This snow forces you

to retreat to your den of warmth
like an alpine marmot
its hole furnished with fine hay

This snow makes you

wish you had grown fat like them
so you could lower
your body temperature
sleep and curl into
whatever lover
or family you have
sleep until April and wake
to the fragrance
of water
and crocus
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Carol L. Gloor

Immersion

The Mississippi current gently floats
long barges toward Memphis, New Orleans,
their monstrous weight a protection against it.
But once I swam off a sandbar and it caught and carried me
like a twig, filling my lungs with panic
before I remembered don’t fight it, turn out of it.
And once I walked to the middle on iron colored ice.
Then stars began to crack under my trembling legs
and low rumbles warned of frozen tectonics.
The cop someone called laughed
lucky you didn’t go through,
they would’ve fished out your body in St. Louis.
Still, when the days are too long,
the trees too green, the sun too yellow,
I find the small backwaters lake
placid in blue-brown ripples
and swim across alone, no guards, no rules.
When I shower the water runs off clear and quiet.
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Carol L. Gloor

Crocheting Socks

After five decades I know
my only son will never marry,
never father children.
My blood will not continue:
such primitive sorrow.
I also know no one will have
to sit by his hospital bedside
reading politics to him,
offering talk in small portions.
No one will be required
to send a flowery birthday card
for his ninetieth spring birthday.
Comfort will stretch thin,
like his bones, like mine,
will finally break.
Now I crochet socks for him
as winter fades, days lengthen, because
I well know it’s not over—
foolish, thick socks
to wear over all the others,
socks for the cold nights
sure to come, socks to warm him
while I can.
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Biographies
Gilbert Allen writes poems and short stories in Travelers Rest,
South Carolina. His most recent books are Believing in Two Bodies
and The Beasts of Belladonna. Some of his new work will appear in
Epoch, Kestrel, The Southern Quarterly, and The Southern Review.
Leo Aylen was born KwaZulu, South Africa. He has 9 collections;
5 prizes (Arvon 2ce; Peterloo 2ce; Bridport); approximately 100
poems in anthologies (many for children); approximately 100 poems
broadcast; performances in theatres, universities, and schools in
Britain, North America, and Africa, and to 4,000 Zulus in open-air
ampitheatre; and 3 solo shows CBS TV.
Gary Beck has spent most of his life as a theater director. His poetry,
fiction, and essays have appeared in hundreds of literary magazines,
and his published books include 31 poetry collections, 13 novels, 3
short story collections, 1 collection of essays, and 4 books of plays.
Published poetry books include: Dawn in Cities, Assault on Nature,
Songs of a Clerk, and Civilized Ways. Gary lives in New York City.
Julie Benesh, graduate of Warren Wilson College’s Program for
Writers, is recipient of an Illinois Arts Council Grant. Her writing
has been in Bestial Noise: A Tin House Fiction Reader, Tin House
Magazine (print), Crab Orchard Review, Florida Review, Gulf
Stream, Hobart, Cleaver, juliebenesh.com, and elsewhere.
Wandajune Bishop-Towle is a poet and a licensed psychologist in
Massachusetts. She is the proud stepmother of a young man with
autism. Her work has appeared in Quiddity, PMS poemmemoirstory,
and The Comstock Review, and other journals.
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Raised on a rice and catfish farm in eastern Arkansas, CL Bledsoe
is the author of more than twenty books, including the poetry
collections Riceland, Trashcans in Love, Grief Bacon, and Driving
Around, Looking in Other People’s Windows, as well as his latest
novels Goodbye, Mr. Lonely and The Saviors. Bledsoe cowrites the
humor blog How to Even, with Michael Gushue, and his own blog,
Not Another TV Dad. He’s been published in hundreds of journals,
newspapers, and websites that you’ve probably never heard of.
Bledsoe lives in Virginia with his daughter.
Barry T. Brodie is a poet, playwright, actor, director, and teacher.
He has written two books: The Language of the Star: Journals of the
Magi and Tom Thomson: On the Threshold of Magic (Black Moss
Press). He is a cofounder of Shō Arts Studio in Windsor, Ontario.
He teaches a course on the creative process at the University of
Windsor.
Robert Bulman is a professor at Saint Mary’s College of California,
where poetry hangs in the air like smoke. Born in the American
Midwest, he grew up in Southern California and then drifted north.
His poems have appeared in The Trouvaille Review, The Daily
Drunk, Bluepepper, The Eunoia Review, Third Wednesday, and
Sledgehammer Lit.
Mark Burgh has published poetry and fiction in numerous journals,
won many literary awards, and holds an MFA in Creative Writing
and a Ph.D. in Film, American Lit, and Shakespeare. He lives and
teaches in Fort Smith, AR.
Isabel Chenot fell in love with Coleridge’s “Kubla Khan” long
before she had any idea that it could mean anything, and she had to
memorize it because of how it felt in her mouth. She has a fairytale
retelling (West of Moonlight, East of Dawn) forthcoming with
Propertius Press and a poetry collection (the Joseph tree)
forthcoming with Wiseblood books.
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Wendy Cleveland lives in Auburn, Alabama, where she’s a member
of the Alabama Writers’ Forum. Her poems have appeared in Yankee
Magazine, Persimmon Tree, Red Rock Review, and Maelstrom,
among others. Her collection Blue Ford (Solomon & George
Publishers) was published in 2016.
Maril Crabtree has authored a full-length collection, Fireflies in
the Gathering Dark (Kelsay Books, 2017), and three chapbooks:
Dancing with Elvis (Top Hat & Tails Press, 2005), Moving On
(Pudding House Press, 2010), and Tying the Light (Finishing Line
Press, 2014). She edited four anthologies of poetry and personal
essays published by Adams Media.
Barbara Lydecker Crane has received two Pushcart nominations
and was twice a Rattle Poetry Prize finalist. She’s published three
chapbooks (Zero Gravitas, Alphabetricks, and BackWords Logic),
and her poems have appeared in Able Muse, Angle, Ekphrastic
Review, First Things, Light, Measure, Think, Valparaiso Poetry
Review, Writer’s Almanac, and many others.
Terese Coe’s poems, prose, and translations appear in Agenda,
Alaska Quarterly Review, Cincinnati Review, Hopkins Review, The
Moth, Orchards, Ploughshares, Poetry, Poetry Review, and the TLS,
among many other journals and anthologies.
Joe Crocker lives in Yorkshire. He is rather old to be starting out in
poetry but succumbed to the muse during the Covid lockdown and
has had a few things published in Snakeskin Magazine, The
Orchards, New Verse News, Allegro, Bewildering Stories, and Light.
Ginger Dehlinger, finalist in this year’s Great American Fiction
contest, writes in multiple genres. Although better known for her
novels Brute Heart and Never Done, her poetry and short stories
have been published in over a dozen anthologies. You can find her
in Bend, Oregon or gdehlinger.blogspot.com.
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Nancy Dillingham is associate editor of the online journal Speckled
Trout Review. She is coeditor of four anthologies of western North
Carolina women writers. Her latest work includes Like Headlines:
New and Selected Poems and the chapbooks Revelation, I Can’t
Breathe, and Vantages. She lives in Asheville, NC.
A native of Ireland and a lapsed neurologist, Ivo Drury lives along
the California Coast. Poetry published recently or pending
publication featured in Red Eft Review, Rockvale Review, Trouvaille
Review, and Schuylkill Valley Journal among others.
In addition to Katherine Edgren’s book The Grain Beneath the
Gloss, published by Finishing Line Press, she has two chapbooks:
Long Division and Transports. Her poems have appeared in the
Christian Science Monitor, Coe Review, Birmingham Poetry Review,
Third Wednesday, Peninsula Poets, Barbaric Yawp, and The
Decadent Review.
Ivanka Fear is a writer and former teacher from Canada. Her
writing appears in Spadina Literary Review, Montreal Writes,
October Hill, The Sirens Call, The Literary Hatchet, Understorey,
Muddy River Poetry Review, and elsewhere. You can read more
about her at ivankafear.wixsite.com/mysite.
Priscilla Frake is the author of Correspondence, a book of
epistolary poems. She has work in Verse Daily, Nimrod, The
Midwest Quarterly, Medical Literary Messenger, Carbon Culture
Review, Spoon River Poetry Review, and The New Welsh Review,
among others. She lives in Asheville, NC, where she is a studio
jeweler.
Curtis Franks is an American writer living in Chicago, Illinois. He
teaches logic and philosophy at the University of Notre Dame and
is the editor of the Notre Dame Journal of Formal Logic.
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George Freek’s poetry has appeared in The Stockholm Review of
Literature, Dreich, A New Ulster, Miller’s Pond, Ink, Sweat, and
Tears, and The Gentian Journal.
Susan F. Glassmeyer was named Ohio Poet of the Year in 2018 for
her first collection Invisible Fish. In addition to two chapbooks, she
has been published online and in paper journals including Rattle and
JAMA. A member of the Greater Cincinnati Writers League, Susan
is the creator of April Gifts, a ten-year poetry project honoring
National Poetry Month. SusanGlassmeyer.com
Carol L. Gloor has been writing poetry since she was sixteen. Her
work has been published most recently in Caesura. She has a poetry
chapbook, Assisted Living (Finishing Line Press, 2013), and a fulllength poetry collection, Falling Back (WordPoetry, 2018).
John Grey is an Australian poet, US resident, recently published in
Penumbra, Poetry Salzburg Review, and Hollins Critic. Latest
books, Leaves on Pages and Memory Outside the Head, are
available on Amazon. Work upcoming in Lana Turner and Held.
Michael Gushue is cofounder of the nanopress Poetry Mutual. His
books are Pachinko Mouth (Plan B Press), Conrad (Silver Spoon
Press), Gathering Down Women (Pudding House Press), and, in
collaboration with CL Bledsoe, I Never Promised You a Sea Monkey
(Pretzelcoatl Press). He lives in Washington, D.C.
Catherine Hamrick (randomstoryteller.com) is a copywriter and
blogger in the greater Atlanta area. She held editorial positions at
Better Homes and Gardens, Cooking Light, and Meredith Books.
Her poems are in The Blue Mountain Review, storySouth, Tiny Seed
Journal, Braided Way, The Ekphrastic Review, Art Ascent, and
elsewhere.
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William Heath (williamheathbooks.com) has published two books
of poems, The Walking Man and Steel Valley Elegy; two chapbooks,
Night Movies in Ohio and Leaving Seville; three novels, The
Children Bob Moses Led (winner of the Hackney Award), Devil
Dancer, and Blacksnake’s Path; a work of history, WilliamWells and
the Struggle for the Old Northwest (winner of two Spur Awards);
and a collection of interviews, Conversations with Robert Stone.
Robin Helweg-Larsen’s poems, largely formal, are published in
The Orchards and elsewhere in the US, UK, and Canada. Some
favorites are in The HyperTexts. He is Series Editor for Sampson
Low’s Potcake Chapbooks—Form in Formless Times, and he blogs
at formalverse.com from Governor’s Harbour, Bahamas.
Isaiah Hicks is a pharmacy student at Virginia Commonwealth
University. He started writing four years ago and began submitting
his work online. Much of his work is inspired by a few of his
favorites: Langston Hughes, Larry Levis, and Louise Glück. One of
his poems was published in The Metaworker.
Mary Beth Hines’s debut poetry collection, Winter at a Summer
House, was recently published by Kelsay Books. Her poems appear
in Crab Orchard Review, I-70 Review, Panoply, The MacGuffin, and
elsewhere. Following a career as a program manager, she writes
from her home in Massachusetts. Visit her at marybethhines.com.
Julie Allyn Johnson, a sawyer’s daughter from the American
Midwest, loves walks in the woods, photography, and hiking in the
Rocky Mountains. Her current obsession is tackling the rough and
tumble sport of quilting. Her poetry has been published in various
journals including The Briar Cliff Review and Chestnut Review.
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Jerry Krajnak is a former altar boy and a Vietnam veteran who is
retired in the North Carolina mountains after forty years of teaching.
Recent poems are in Plants and Poetry, Novus, Wingless Dreamer,
and Rat’s Ass Review.
Margaret Krusinga lives with her husband on sixty acres and
conducts a monthly writing group. Her poem “Diagnosis” can be
seen in The Beautiful Space: A Journal of Mind, Art, and Poetry.
Between gardening and walking her dog, she pens poetry leaning
towards nature and the meaning of life.
David W. Landrum has published poetry in numerous journals,
including First Things, Evansville Review, Christianity &
Literature, Dappled Things, and Algebra of Owls.
Mary Lee’s poems have been published nationally and
internationally, in Skylight 47, Orbis, The Galway Literary Review,
Crannog, and The Poet’s Quest for God (anthology, Eyewear
Publications, 2016). Her work has been broadcast on A Living Word,
RTE Radio 1. Mary’s second poetry collection, Everyday
Epiphanies, was published with Kelsay Books (May 2021).
Larry Levy has had four full-length books published in the last ten
or so years, most recently Blessed Arrangement (Atmosphere Press,
2020). He and his wife live in Midland, MI, where they are currently
directing Nathan the Wise, an inaugural production for the Hath
Summer Players.
Tim Love published a story collection By all means (Nine Arches
Press) and a poetry pamphlet Moving Parts (HappenStance). He
lives in Cambridge, UK. His poetry has appeared in Stand, Rialto,
Magma, The High Window, etc. He blogs at litrefs.blogspot.com.
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Daniel Lusk is author of six poetry collections and other books,
most recently The Shower Scene from Hamlet, poems, and The
Vermeer Suite, art and poems. Native of the prairie Midwest, he lives
in Vermont with his wife, Irish poet Angela Patten (The Oriole and
the Ovenbird, Kelsay Books 2021).
Simon MacCulloch lives in London and is a regular contributor to
Reach Poetry, The Dawntreader, and Sarasvati.
Martin Mc Carthy lives in Cork, Ireland, where he studied English
at UCC. He has published two collections of poetry, Lockdown
Diary (2020) and Lockdown (2021). His recent poems appear in the
journals Drawn to the Light, London & Newcastle, Poetry Salzburg,
and Seventh Quarry Poetry. He is at present working on a novel.
Lisa McCabe lives in Lahave, Nova Scotia. She has published
poems, essays, and reviews in a variety of journals including The
Sewanee Review, The Orchards Poetry Review, Rat’s Ass Review,
The Ekphrastic Review, and The Dark Horse.
James Scannell McCormick’s third collection of poems, the
chapbook First of Pisces, appeared last summer from Kelsay Books.
He lives and teaches college English in Rochester, Minnesota.
Ken Meisel is a poet and psychotherapist, a 2012 Kresge Arts
Literary Fellow, a Pushcart Prize nominee, and the author of eight
books of poetry. His most recent books are: Our Common Souls:
New & Selected Poems of Detroit (Blue Horse Press, 2020) and
Mortal Lullabies (FutureCycle Press, 2018). He has a new book,
Studies Inside the Consent of a Distance, forthcoming in 2022 from
Kelsay Books. Meisel has recent work in Concho River Review, I70 Review, San Pedro River Review, The Wayfarer, and Rabid Oak.
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Linda K. Miller lives in a world where ERA is in the Constitution,
BLM, democracy thrives, climate change is defeated, and walls only
decorate, not divide. Her latest book of poetry is on Amazon: Poems
to Amuse, Bemuse, and Entertain. In 2021, three poems appeared in
Pandemic Evolution Days 1–100 with Matthew Wolfe.
Maren O. Mitchell’s poems appear in The Antigonish Review,
Poetry East, Cider Press Review, The Comstock Review, Hotel
Amerika, Tar River Poetry, and Southern Humanities Review. Work
is forthcoming in Slant, Poetry East, Chiron Review, and Strategic
Poets. Two poems were nominated for the Pushcart Prize. She lives
with her husband in Appalachia.
John Muro, a lifelong resident of Connecticut, is a graduate of
Trinity College, Wesleyan University, and the University of
Connecticut. His first volume of poems, In the Lilac Hour, was
recently published by Antrim House, and it is available on Amazon.
His poems have been featured or are forthcoming in numerous
literary journals, including Moria, Euphony, Sheepshead, River
Heron, Ekphrastic Review, and The French Literary Review. John
has recently been nominated for the Pushcart Prize twice.
Sally Nacker was awarded the Edwin Way Teale writer’s residency
in 2020. Publishing credits include Quill and Parchment, The
Orchards, Mezzo Cammin, ONE ART, Blue Unicorn, Your Daily
Poem, and The Sunlight Press. Kindness in Winter is her new
collection, published by Kelsay Books. sallynacker.com
Art Nahill is a poet and physician currently living in Auckland, New
Zealand. He has published work on both sides of the equator.
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R.C. Neighbors is an Oklahoma expatriate who received a Ph.D. in
Creative Writing from Texas A&M University and an M.F.A. from
Hollins University. He currently serves as a Lecturer at Texas A&M
University. His work has appeared in Tampa Review, Barely South
Review, Found Poetry Review, Southern Poetry Anthology, and
elsewhere.
Lynn Pattison’s work appeared in Ruminate, Slipstream, and Moon
City Review, among other journals and anthologies. Her chapbook,
Matryoshka Houses (Kelsay Press), debuted this summer. Pattison
has three previous collections: tesla’s daughter (March St. Press);
Walking Back the Cat (Bright Hill Press); and Light That Sounds
Like Breaking (Mayapple Press). Her work has been nominated for
the Pushcart Prize and for inclusion in Best Micro-Fiction.
George Payne teaches workshops on writing and philosophy at the
State University of New York (SUNY). His poems have appeared in
numerous journals, including Barnstorm Journal, Adelaide, and
Allegro Poetry Review. His full-length collection, A Time Before
Teachers, was released in 2019 from Cholla Needles Literary Press.
Andrea Potos is the author of several poetry collections, most
recently Marrow of Summer (Kelsay Books, 2021) and Mothershell
(Kelsay Books, 2019). A new collection, Her Joy Becomes, is
forthcoming from Fernwood Press in 2022. You can find her poems
widely online and in print, most recently in Poetry East, Spirituality
& Health Magazine, Braided Way, Bearings Online, and others.
Marjorie Power’s newest poetry collections are Sufficient
Emptiness (Deerbrook Editions, 2021) and Oncoming Halos
(Kelsay Books, 2018). A chapbook, Refuses to Suffocate, appeared
in 2019 from Blue Lyra Press. Publications which have recently
taken her work include Commonweal, Barrow Street, and Southern
Poetry Review. She lives in Rochester, N.Y.
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Nathan J. Reid’s work has been published in various journals and
anthologies, translated into Chinese, and performed for the stage and
radio. He has two poetry collections published by Finishing Line
Press: Thoughts on Tonight (2017) and Persistence of Perception
(2020). Learn more about him at nathanjreid.com.
Charlie Robert is a writer and poet in Silicon Valley. His work has
appeared in Milk and Cake Press, Iconoclast, NOMADartx, Rat’s
Ass Review, The Rye Whiskey Review, Synchronized Chaos, Sacred
Chickens, Orchards Poetry Journal, Pikers Press, and is
forthcoming in others. Find him at charlierobert.com.
Roberta Senechal de la Roche is an historian, sociologist, and poet
of Mi’kmaq and French-Canadian descent who lives in Virginia. Her
poems have appeared in Colorado Review, Yemassee, Cold
Mountain Review, and elsewhere. She has published two prizewinning chapbooks, Blind Flowers and After Eden, as well as Winter
Light, and her first book, Going Fast.
Emmett Ross has a BA from Sarah Lawrence and professional
experience in a variety of academic and journalistic fields. He has
travelled the world and met interesting people. He currently works
as a freelance web writer and stock trader.
Kelli Logan Rush recently left the corporate world in WinstonSalem, N.C., where she wrote for the tobacco industry. Her interests
include history, gardening, atomic-era style, and eastern U.S. travel.
Her poems have appeared in The Hawaii Review, The Nantahala
Review, Wicked Alice, Blaze Vox, and the alumni magazine of the
University of North Carolina at Greensboro.
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Amanda Ryan holds B.A.s in English Literature and Music from
U.C. Davis and an M.A. in Theology and Letters from New Saint
Andrews College. Canon Press published her short literary guides
for students on Jane Eyre and Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland. Her
poetry is published by the Curator, The Christian Century, Mezzo
Cammin, and Grand Little Things. Born and raised in California, she
lives in Bellevue, WA, with her husband and four children.
Heather Sager lives in northern Illinois where she writes poetry and
fiction. She has contributed to numerous literary journals, in print
and online. Her most recent work appears in Fahmidan Journal,
Magma Poetry, Willows Wept, Red Wolf, Briefly Zine, The Fabulist,
talking about strawberries all of the time, and more.
Born and adopted in Luxembourg, Kelly Sargent grew up in Europe
and the US with a deaf twin sister. She volunteers for an organization
that showcases works by sexual violence survivors. She wrote for a
national newspaper for the Deaf, and her most recent poems
appeared in The Purpled Nail (Underwood Press), Wingless
Dreamer, Stone Poetry Journal, eucalyptus & rose, & Poetic Sun.
John Schneider lives in Berkeley, California where he has studied
poetry with Robert Hass. His most recent publications have been in:
Slipstream, Potomac Review, Bitter Oleander Press, The Ameircan
Journal of Poetry, Chautauqua, and Lullwater Review. He is
included in California Fire and Water: A Climate Crisis Anthology.
He is a Pushcart Prize Nominee.
Leslie Schultz (Northfield, Minnesota, winonamedia.net) has four
collections of poetry: Still Life with Poppies: Elegies (2016); Cloud
Song (2018); Concertina (2019); and Larks at Sunrise: Lighthearted Poems for Dark Times (2021). Her poetry has been in Able
Muse, Blue Unicorn, Hawai’i Pacific Review, Light, Mezzo
Cammin, MockingHeart Review, Naugatuck River Review, North
Dakota Quaterly, One Art, and The Wayfarer, among others.
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Daniel Patrick Sheehan is a poet and journalist in eastern
Pennsylvania. His poems have appeared previously in The Orchards
Poetry Journal, as well as First Things, Dappled Things, and other
periodicals. Two poems were included in The Slumbering Host, an
anthology from Little Gidding Press.
Allegra Jostad Silberstein grew up on a farm in Wisconsin but has
lived in California since. Her love of poetry began as a child when
her mother would recite poems as she worked. In addition to three
chapbooks and one book, she is widely published in journals. In
March of 2010 she became the first Poet Laureate of Davis and
served until September 2012.
Kris Spencer has written seven books. His poems have been
published in Acumen, Black Fox Literary Magazine, Orchards
Poetry Journal, Fenlands Poetry Journal, The Balloon Literary
Journal, Nailpolish Stories, Bluepepper, and BrieflyWrite. Kris is a
Headteacher living in West London.
David Stephenson lives in Detroit, MI. His poems have appeared
in The Lyric, Snakeskin, California Quarterly, Blue Unicorn, and
other journals. His collection Rhythm and Blues was published by
the University of Evansville Press in 2008.
William R. Stoddart is a Pushcart nominated poet and fiction writer
who lives in Pennsylvania. His work has appeared or is forthcoming
in The Orchards, North Dakota Quarterly, Litro Magazine, Third
Wednesday, Adirondack Review, and Ruminate Magazine.
Faith Thompson’s work has been published in Juxtaprose
Magazine, IDK Magazine, Alba, The Road Not Taken, Mezzo
Cammin, Measure Review, and Grand Little Things. She received
her MFA at Georgia College & State University. She lives in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and works as a nanny.
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John Valentine lives in Savannah, Georgia, and teaches philosophy
at a local college. His poems have appeared in The Sewanee Review,
Mudlark, Southern Poetry Reivew, The Midwest Quarterly, Snake
Nation Review, International Poetry Review, and other journals. He
lives on Whitemarsh Island, Georgia, with his wife Dona.
Peter Venable has written sacred and secular verse for decades. He
has been published in Ancient Paths, Prairie Messenger, Time of
Singing, American Vendantist, The Anglican Theological Review,
The Christian Century, and The Merton Seasonal. His Jesus
Through a Poet’s Lens is an eBook available at petervenable.com.
Agnes Vojta grew up in Germany and now lives in Rolla, Missouri
where she teaches physics at Missouri S&T and hikes the Ozarks.
She is the author of Porous Land (Spartan Press, 2019) and The
Eden of Perhaps (Spartan Press, 2020), and her poems have
appeared in a variety of magazines.
Elinor Ann Walker’s work is featured or forthcoming in Whale
Road Review, Nimrod International Journal, and Juniper: A Poetry
Journal, among other journals and anthologies. A Best Microfiction
(2020) and Best of the Net (2021) nominee, she prefers to write
outside. Find her online at elinorannwalker.com.
Christian Ward is a UK-based writer who can be found in Wild
Greens and is forthcoming in Dreich, Uppagus, and Spillwords. He
was shortlisted for the 2021 Canterbury Poet of the Year.
Yuan Changming recently published his eleventh chapbook
Limerence and served on the jury for Canada’s 44th National
Magazine Awards. Credits include eleven Pushcart nominations,
appearances in Best of the Best Canadian Poetry (2008–17), and
Best New Poems Online, among nearly 1900 others. He hails with
Allen Yuan from poetrypacific.blogspot.ca.
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The Orchards Poetry Journal is a subsidiary of Kelsay Books,
a selective poetry publisher that prints and releases
titles from mid-career and award-winning writers.
We have four imprint companies to accommodate
chapbooks, children’s books, full-length collections,
and formalist poetry.
Open for chapbook and full-length submissions year-round at
www.kelsaybooks.com
502 S 1040 E, A-119
American Fork, Utah 84003
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